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Today’s landscape of 
technical interview & 
assessment solutions
To hire the best technical talent, you need to be able to 

adapt to rapid changes in the marketplace. One of these

is the rise of developers with non-traditional backgrounds. 

By some measures, around one third of developers are 

now self-taught[1]. Almost 40% of developers working 

today did not major in Computer Science in college[2]. For 

recruiters who still depend on resume screening, this shift 

means they’re potentially missing out on a growing 

number of highly qualified candidates.

Second, remote hiring and remote work are here to stay. 83% of 

employers now say that the shift to remote work has been very 

successful for their company[4]. This is good news, as remote work is 

proven to promote diversity by expanding the talent pool[5]. However, 

with an increase in applicants—and the need for new remote-first 

interview practices—talent acquisition leaders can feel overwhelmed.

In response to these changes, forward-looking companies are 

implementing technical assessments as a core piece of their hiring 

process. Unlike reviewing a resume, technical assessments ensure that 

candidates meet a technical bar based on their demonstrated, on-the-

job skills. This reduces human bias when evaluating candidates, 

meaning teams have more success reaching their diversity, equity, 

and inclusion (DE&I) goals[6].

If your team is looking to implement technical assessments for the first 

time, or considering a change from your existing solution, you aren’t 

alone—these platforms are some of the most in-demand products for 

technical recruiting teams today. This guide will help you navigate the 

marketplace of vendors to choose the technical interview and 

assessment solution that is right for your team, now and in the future. 

Introduction:
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https://insights.dice.com/2019/08/15/self-taught-developers-jobs/
https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2019
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/covid-19/us-remote-work-survey.html
https://www.linkedin.com/business/talent/blog/talent-acquisition/why-remote-work-may-help-companies-become-more-diverse
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimelsesser/2019/10/23/want-more-diversity-in-silicon-valley--offer-an-objective-skills-test/?sh=35bb41556785
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Types of technical 
assessment solutions
With technical assessments providing clear advantages over traditional recruiting processes anchored 

in resume review, companies have adopted a range of interview and assessment solutions to 

transform their tech hiring processes. These solutions generally include one or more of the following 

types of technical interviews and assessments:

Screening assessments
are used at the top of the funnel to evaluate core programming skills shared across many roles 

and levels, often in lieu of resume review. Screening assessments are developed, validated, and 

maintained by the assessment vendor, and can save engineering teams time they might have 

spent developing a custom assessment or evaluating a take-home project.

Custom screening assessments
are timed assessments that may be used at the top of the recruiting funnel or in place of a take-

home project. They can be built and maintained by your engineering team or in partnership with 

an assessment vendor. Custom assessments may be prone to cheating due to leaked questions, 

and are less likely to be research-backed when compared to screening assessments.

Take-home projects
are used in later stages of the recruiting funnel, and involve a candidate completing a coding 

project or task on their own and submitting it for review by the hiring team. Take-homes vary in 

scope and complexity, but are untimed—so they often require a significant investment of a 

candidate’s time to complete.

Technical phone screens
are live technical interviews conducted by either an internal interviewer or a vendor interviewer to 

assess a candidate’s core technical competencies after they’ve entered the recruiting funnel. 

When conducted by a company’s own engineer(s), technical phone screens can divert a 

significant proportion of engineering hours to recruiting activities.

Live coding interviews
allow a candidate to connect with an interview (or panel of interviewers) in an integrated 

development environment (IDE) in the cloud. Platforms for live coding interviews range from 

simple code editors to full-powered IDEs that simulate a local coding environment These 

platforms are used at the technical and/or remote onsite interview stages of the technical hiring 

process, after a candidate has gone through a technical screening.
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Benchmark metrics for 
technical hiring
Technical interview and assessment solutions that accurately measure a candidate’s skills at both 

the screening and live coding interview stages provide the strongest, most predictive signal of 

how a candidate would perform on the job. A strong signal can drive efficiencies through the entire 

talent acquisition funnel, resulting in reduced time spent on unqualified candidates at every stage 

of the process.

Tech Recruiting Pass-through rate Benchmarks

What these metrics tell us:
The initial screening to on-site interview rate should ideally be low. Why? This is where recruiting 

teams hone in on qualified talent at the top of the funnel. Identify top talent within a much larger 

pool of candidates with a validated pre-screening assessment. Or, fast-track candidates for in-

demand roles to a live technical screen.

These solutions can vary greatly in their ability to provide hiring teams a strong signal of candidates' 

skills. In the next section, we explore the impact of using a tech interview and assessment solution that 

provides a strong signal of candidates’ skills on core recruiting metrics.

Weak
Signal

Strong
Signal

Screening assessment 
to interview

55%
Onsite to offer:

31%
Offer acceptance rate:

65%

Screening assessment 
to interview

25%
Onsite to offer:

62%
Offer acceptance rate:

81%

Tech Screening 
Assessment

Phone interview

Live coding 
onsite

Offer

Hire

Pre-Screening

Technical Screening

On-Site 
Interview

Offer

Hire
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Implementing a comprehensive 
tech interview & assessment 
solution at a high-growth startup

Case Study:

The onsite to offer rate provides an excellent measure of the quality of candidates who make it to 

the in-person or remote onsite phase. This number should be high. A low onsite to offer rate 

suggests that unqualified candidates are making it through to the onsite stage, and that your top-

of-funnel screening processes could be improved.

Lastly, the offer acceptance rate allows hiring teams a measure of the candidate experience they 

provided throughout the hiring process. A high offer acceptance rate indicates that your team is 

keeping candidates interested and engaged throughout the process, as well as offering an 

appropriate compensation package.

When you choose an interview and assessment vendor that provides a strong signal of candidates’ 

coding skills, you optimize your recruiting funnel for efficiency at each key stage.

A high-growth technology startup that recently went public decided to implement a comprehensive 

technical interview and assessment solution after determining that their in-house assessment 

solutions were limiting their ability to scale their engineering team quickly. They chose a solution that 

included validated screening assessments and a live coding interview tool to provide a strong signal 

of candidates’ skills.

The startup saw the results below within 11 months of implementing the solution. Accounting for the 

high salaries for engineers at VC-backed startups, these metric improvements translate to over $4 

million in savings from engineering time saved.

33%
Increase in

Onsite to Hire Rate

90%
Reduction in 

Engineering Time 
Spent on 

Unqualified 
Candidates

27%
Reduction in
Time to Fill
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Choosing a technical 
assessment vendor

Step 1
Determine your 

company’s technical 
hiring needs

Step 3
Learn the red flags to look 
out for in the sales demo

Step 2
Decide which recruiting 
metrics to optimize for

Step 1:
Determine your company’s technical hiring needs

The first step in choosing a technical interview and assessment vendor (or evaluating your current 

vendor) is to get clear on your company’s technical hiring needs and the capacity of your hiring teams. 

When you do this, you set yourself up to evaluate vendors not on the basis of how shiny a demo they 

give or how competitive their pricing is, but by the criteria that really matter: how well they meet your 

organization’s needs and how they’ll impact your recruiting KPIs.

Here are a few questions you can ask to help you define your tech hiring needs:

What is the current size of your engineering team? How much are you expecting it to scale

in the next 12 months?

What types of technical roles is your company hiring for? Which are the most challenging to

recruit for?

What is the average time to fill for your technical roles? Would your team benefit from reducing  

time to fill?

How much time does your engineering team spend preparing for, conducting, and de-briefing 

technical phone screens? How much time do they spend doing the same for onsite interviews?

How much time does a recruiter spend screening technical candidates in your current          

process, typically?

How important is it to you to increase the volume and/or diversity of your candidate pool at the   

top of the recruiting funnel?

Does your team currently recruit for new grad or early career technical roles? If so, what processes 

do you have in place for recruiting this talent?
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Pro Tip

In addition to identifying your company’s technical hiring needs for the 

next 12 months, document the biggest recruiting challenges you currently 

face (or expect to face) that may get in the way of meeting those goals.

Recruiting Need Vendor Requirements

Reduce engineering 
hours spent on 
recruiting while 
scaling the 
engineering team.

Offers a full-service technical screening solution to evaluate a large pool of 
candidates while minimizing engineering time spent recruiting.

Tool must integrate with ATS and provide great candidate experience to 
prevent candidate drop-off.

Recommended: To avoid overwhelming the onsite interview team with 
interview requests with unqualified candidates, technical screens should be 
highly predictive of candidates’ performance in later recruiting stages and 
on the job.

Hire qualified 
candidates for
in-demand roles

Screens effectively for core coding skills shared across mid- to senior-level 
software engineering roles, using validated and realistic coding questions 
that dynamically rotate to minimize the risk of cheating.

Recommended: Tool should deliver a seamless candidate experience with 
pre-screening, technical screening, and live coding interview tools that use a 
consistent, full-featured IDE.

Increase diversity in 
the candidate pool

Provides support for top-of-funnel pre-screens that allow recruiting teams to 
screen a large volume of candidates fairly and consistently, without needing 
to rely on resumes as a proxy for skill.

Recommended: Pre-screen assessments should be evaluated by experts to 
ensure coding tasks use unbiased language.

Build a university 
recruiting program 
for early-career 
technical hires

Includes a validated top-of-funnel assessment for measuring core 
programming skills at scale.

Assessment should be powered by a skills evaluation framework & include 
dynamic question rotation to minimize the risk of cheating.

Recommended: Assessments should allow candidates to code in the 
programming language of their choice, as engineering programs vary in the 
languages they teach.

After you’ve answered these questions to the best of your abilities, you can map them to requirements

for the tech assessment vendors you are considering.

To help you get started, here are a few of the most common tech recruiting needs mapped to 

requirements for a vendor.
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Cost of Hire
Cost of Hire is measured by calculating 
the total cost of recruiting efforts over a 
given period of time (a quarter, for 
example) divided by the number of hires 
during that time period.

Offer Acceptance
The Offer Acceptance rate is calculated by 
dividing how many candidates accepted a 
job offer by how many received a job offer. 
This metric can reveal problems in the 
hiring process like low compensation or 
poor candidate experience.

Time to Fill
Time to Fill is the time it takes to find and 
hire a candidate. It is typically measured 
by the number of days between publishing 
a job opening and hiring a candidate.

Onsite to Offer
The Onsite to Offer ratio describes the 
percentage of onsite interviews that lead  
to an offer. It does not measure whether  
or not a candidate accepts an offer.

Candidate Volume
Candidate Volume is simply the number of 
candidates, both inbound and outbound, 
who apply for a given job opening.

Quality of Hire
Quality of Hire is often measured by a   
new hire’s first year performance rating, 
though it may also be measured earlier.

Candidate Drop-Off
The Candidate Drop-off rate is the 
percentage of candidates who voluntarily 
drop out of the recruiting process at any 
stage of the process. For technical 
assessments, this often refers to the 
number of candidates who complete an 
assessment divided by the number who 
were invited to take the assessment.

Engineering Time Spent          
on Unqualified Candidates
This metric refers to the number of hours 
engineers (both hiring managers and 
interviewers) spend reviewing resumes, 
grading coding questions/ projects, 
and/or conducting phone screens and 
onsites with candidates they find to be 
unqualified for the job.

Step 2:
Decide which recruiting metrics to optimize for

After determining your company’s tech recruiting needs and the capacity of your hiring teams, we 

recommend defining the metrics you will use to measure the success of your technical recruiting 

processes. This, in turn, allows you to calculate the return on investment of the tech interview and 

assessment vendor you choose.

Research on best practices in recruiting and talent acquisition finds that companies that track 

recruiting metrics are more likely to achieve their hiring goals compared to companies that do not 

track metrics.

Here are some of the most relevant recruiting metrics to consider when evaluating vendors:

http://startuphiringtrends.com/
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Recruiting Need How to Optimize in Tech Recruiting

Time to Fill To optimize for time to fill, select a tool that provides a great 
candidate experience while using validated coding questions to hone 
in on qualified talent. This will prevent drop-off of top candidates—
essential to reducing time to fill, particularly for senior-level and 
specialized engineering roles.It also reduces the time engineering 
needs to spend writing questions and scoring responses.

The tool should also integrate directly with your existing recruiting 
tech stack to minimize the time recruiters spend sending out 
assessment invitations.

Quality of Hire To optimize for quality of hire, ensure the tool allows you to:
•Capture a large talent pool at the top of the funnel
•Assess candidates’ skills with predictive and validated skills 

evaluation frameworks
•Dig in deep by offering real-world tasks in an environment that 

simulates how the candidate actually works

These features will prevent you from missing out on talent that might 
have been overlooked in a resume review and allow you to accurately 
identify top candidates.

Offer Acceptance Rate To optimize for offer acceptance, select a tool that provides an 
exceptional candidate experience from start-to-finish.

Look for vendors who are rated highly by candidates on review sites 
like G2 and which provide a consistent user experience and IDE 
across pre-screen assessments, technical screens, and the live 
interview environment.

Pro Tip

After you identify which recruiting metrics matter most for your 

team, gather baseline statistics at your company for as many of 

these metrics as you can. This will set you up to be able to 

measure the impact of implementing or switching to a new tool. 

Which metrics matter most will depend on your company’s overall hiring strategy and business needs. 

It’s important to know which metrics you want to optimize for when selecting a technical interview and 

assessment vendor. Below, we provide some examples of how you can define vendor requirements 

based on the metrics that are most relevant to your team.
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Step 3:
Learn the red flags to look out for in the sales demo

With your technical hiring needs identified and key recruiting metrics selected, it’s now time to evaluate 

some vendors. Seeing the product live and in action is a crucial step of the buying process; however, 

it’s important to go into live demos with a critical eye and predefined questions to ensure the product 

can deliver what you need.

In addition to ensuring the vendor’s solution will address your technical hiring needs and align with key 

metrics, the live demo is an excellent opportunity to spot any “red flags.”

Here are a few common red flags to look out for during the demo:

Assessment validity & compliance

Ask…
•What is your approach to mitigating bias in interviews and assessments?

•Who do you have on staff to support assessment validity, and what data have they collected?

Watch out for...
•Sketchy or non-existent research backing up the validity of vendor’s assessments

•Tech interview and assessment vendors who don’t have PhD assessment experts on staff

•Vendors who do not conduct adverse impact analyses of their assessments to ensure 

compliance with employment laws

User experience

Ask…
•Does the vendor offer full-service technical screens conducted by a trained interviewer?

•Do your pre-screen assessments, technical screens, and live coding interview platforms 

provide the same user interface?

• If not, how do they differ?

Watch out for...
•Live technical screens that are scored manually by interviewers, which introduces bias into the 

evaluation process and delays delivery of candidates’ results to your company.

•An inconsistent user experience across assessment products (for example, the pre-screening 

tool uses a different coding environment than the live interview tool)

?

?
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Pro Tip

Look deeper into the vendor’s research on the 

validity of their own interview and assessment 

tools. How many assessments or candidates is 

the analysis based on (what is the sample size)? 

How current is the research?

•The “Franken-IDE”: An integrated development environment (IDE) that cobbles together a 

variety of external tools, creating a clunky and counter-intuitive user experience.

o This type of IDE provides mediocre support and poor user experience for assessing for 

more specialized roles like full-stack and mobile developers 

Ease of implementation

Ask…
•How many pre-built coding questions will our interviewers have access to in your tool?

•How do your customers rate your implementation process?

Watch out for...
•Assessment vendors that offer a limited library of coding questions—or don’t have one at all

o Products without a question library require a significant investment of engineering time to 

build and maintain assessments

•Vendors that offer only “self-service” support

o "Self-service" usually means that debugging and other issues that arise will fall to your 

engineering team to solve

?
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Steps for choosing a technical interview & assessment vendor
This guide has outlined the 3 key steps you can take to ensure you are choosing a vendor that will 

advance your recruiting goals. In summary, those steps are:

Determine your company’s technical hiring needs
Do you need to rapidly scale the size of your engineering team? Build a new grad or early 

talent program? Increase diversity in your candidate pipeline? Depending on the needs and 

capacity of your recruiting team, begin to outline requirements for prospective vendors.

Decide which recruiting metrics to optimize for
In an ideal world, a recruiting process could produce optimal results for every metric at each 

stage of the funnel. A more realistic approach, however, is to start by identifying the recruiting 

metrics that are most relevant and impactful for your organization’s needs. This will allow you 

to hone in on vendors whose solutions allow you to optimize for these key metrics.

Learn the red flags to look out for in the sales demo
The live sales demo is a crucial moment in the vendor selection process. At its best, it 

provides you the opportunity to dig deep into product features to evaluate whether the 

solution is a good fit for your team’s needs. To make the most of the sales demo, keep an eye 

out for common red flags that could indicate a substandard technical interview and 

assessment product.

Writing the RFP
When you've narrowed down your list of vendors to a few top contenders, a request for proposal (RFP) 

can be a useful tool to objectively evaluate them according to the criteria that matter to your business. 

RFPs are a tried-and-true method of objectively evaluating vendors according to the criteria that matter 

for your business.

To write an RFP for selecting a technical interview and assessment vendor, we recommend working 

backwards from your hiring needs and key metrics to create a list of must-have and nice-to-have 

features.

Your RFP template for 
choosing a vendor

Conclusion:

1

2

3
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For example, if your company needs to rapidly scale your engineering team while minimizing engineering 

time spent on unqualified candidates, you might list the following requirements on your RFP:

• Asynchronous technical assessments powered by validated skills evaluation frameworks

• Demonstrated assessment reliability, fairness, and validity in line with applicable laws governing  

federal employment

• Question library and assessments created using research-based best practices

• Ongoing vendor support for new task creation and assessment maintenance

• Specialized assessments for hiring front-end, back-end, full-stack, data, and machine learning 

engineers (nice to have)

Click here to download your customizable RFP template for selecting a technical assessment vendor. 

This RFP template includes:

• 5 sections essential to any RFP for purchasing software

• Recommended requirements for tech interview and assessment vendors

• Customizable boilerplate language for each section 

Pro Tip

A note about pricing: it’s important to realistically 

assess what you get for a cheaper solution 

compared to a more expensive one. If the 

“cheaper” solution will require hundreds of hours 

from your engineering team to build and maintain 

assessments, is it really a better deal?

At the same time, if your team doesn’t need or 

want some of the features of a more expensive 

solution, it may not be providing the value for your 

company that the vendor claims.
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DOWNLOAD TEMPLATE DOWNLOAD TEMPLATE

As .DOC As .XLS

https://codesignal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/RFPTemplate.docx
https://codesignal.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/RFPTemplate_2022.xlsx
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About CodeSignal

codesignal.com

Learn how CodeSignal can help your team meet technical hiring 

goals by scheduling a demo today.

CodeSignal is the leading technical interview solution, helping 

the world #GoBeyondResumes to hire high-quality and diverse 

technical talent. Talent Acquisition teams and engineering 

leaders use CodeSignal's skills evaluation frameworks to tap into 

underrepresented pools of candidates, save valuable engineering 

resources, increase speed-to-hire, and increase candidate 

pipeline yield.

Founded in 2015, CodeSignal is trusted by innovative tech firms, 

financial services institutions, and the largest enterprises 

including Robinhood, Instacart, Uber, Netflix, Zoom, Meta, 

Pinterest, Block, and Capital One.

http://www.codesignal.com/demo
https://codesignal.com/
http://www.codesignal.com



